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1 The GLC Project

1.1 Introduction

Through world wide extensive studies in last
decades, the Standard Model has been estab-
lished as a model for elementary particles and
their interactions, except one missing ingredi-
ent, the Higgs boson. Since it is a key element
for a model of massive particles, the under-
standing of its property is an inevitable step
to go beyond the Standard Model for an ulti-
mate theory of particles and interactions. Re-
cent global analysis of electro-weak data sug-
gest its mass is likely to be light. Its discovery
and studies of the property are the primary
goal of future collider experiments at energy
frontier. In addition, since the Higgs boson
is a scalar particle, its self energy diverges at
high energy without new ingredients in mod-
els of elementary particles. Super symmetric
models naturally cancel the divergence by in-
troducing super symmetric particles at the en-
ergy region of next collider experiments. In an-
other mode, additional space-time dimensions
which can be probed only at high energy are
proposed. If such signals are found, our un-
derstanding of the nature will be innovated. A
high energy e+e� collider is suitable for these
studies, because it provides collisions among el-
ementary particles in small background envi-
ronment and unambiguous theoretical predic-
tions can be tested precisely with observations.

The linear collider project in Japan was con-
ceived in the 1980s aiming for such research
at energies well above those covered by LEP-
II. Great e�orts have been made to develop
technology for such a collider and to establish
detector technology suitable for experimenta-
tion. Asian Committee for Future Accelera-
tor(ACFA), formed in 1996, issued two state-
ments in 1997 and 2001, endorsing the linear
collider project in the Asian-Paci�c region with
Japan as the host. ACFA Joint Linear Col-
lider Physics and Detector Working group was
formed soon after the �rst statement and the
group published a report on \Particle Physics
Experiments at JLC" in 2001. Accelerator

R&D have been continued by international col-
laborations at various levels. Based on these
activities, \Road Map report" was prepared in
FY2002 and announced to the community at
the ACFA symposium held in Feburary 2003.
It was prepared by ACFA, Japan High Energy
Physics Committee(JAHEPC) under JAHEP
and KEK. The report describes the basic de-
sign of accelerator, facilities, site issues as well
as roadmap toward project realization.

When the project was originally started two
decades ago, the project was called Japan Lin-
ear Collider, JLC. Since then, the project has
grown up to have more international nature
and since ACFA statement in 1997, the JLC
has been translated to be a Joint Linear Col-
lider. But still sometime JLC is interpreted as
Japan Linear Collider which is not suitable for
international nature of the project. Thus tak-
ing a opportunity of the publication of \Road
Map Report", we have decided to change the
name of the project. Based on the discus-
sion among ACFA colleagues, we now name the
project as Global Linear Collider, GLC.

1.2 High lights of Detector R&D

The detector R&D's have so far been aiming
at establishing component technologies. High
lights of them in FY2002 are summarized as
follows.

At GLC experiments, the interaction
point(IP) must be stabilized to ensure colli-
sions of nano-meter size beams. To do this,
we plan to put components surrounding the
interaction point into a support tube whose
rigidity provides the stability. To verify this,
we have constructed a 1/10 model, as shown
in Fig. 1. It has 80 mm diameter and 800
mm length made of 10mm thick Aluminum
tube. This prototype model is segmented into
4 pieces the same as real one. The segments
shall be connected each other by tapered
anges as well as at ones. A support tube
consists of two cantilevers connecting with a
central thin tube. Rigidity of the support tube
must depend on this central tube, ange shape
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Figure 1: The 1/10 model of the support tube
for the test of rigidity.

as well as bolted joint strength. Vibrational
properties of the cantilevers and the support
tube have been measured in terms of natural
frequencies and oscillation modes by shaking
and hammering. These results were compared
with a calculation by a �nite element method
in order to justify our evaluation method.
We are planning to optimize the structure of
support tube based on these detailed analyzes.

The vertex detector(VTX) is used to mea-
sure charged particle trajectories near IP. Since
track densities are so high, charged coupled de-
vices (CCDs) are used because of their thin
structure and hyper performance in separating
adjacent hits. On the other hand, CCDs have
relatively less radiation immunity. We had
studied radiation hardness by low energy elec-
trons of Sr-90 � source. The expected e+=e�

beam background of the linear collider, how-
ever, has energy of few tens of MeV. Since ra-
diation damage by electrons depends on their
energy (higher the energy, larger the damage),
radiation damage test with high energy elec-
trons is indispensable. In FY2002, we have car-
ried out radiation damage test by irradiating a
CCD with high energy electron beam. The pre-
liminary result showed that energy dependence
is less than expected, which is favorable for us-
ing CCDs at the linear collider experiments.

There has been an increased demand for very
high granularity calorimetry for precise deter-
mination of the reaction �nal state. For this

Figure 2: The �ber-connection part of the
strip-array of test EM calorimeter module.

purpose, we have been developing a scintillator-
strip array EM calorimeter. Test beam mea-
surements of performances were carried out
at KEK-PS for test modules of a strip-array
calorimeter, a tile/�ber calorimeter with small
rectangular tiles, and shower-max detectors
with Wave Length Shifter �ber readout and
with direct-Avalanche Photo Diode readout.
Figure 2 is a photo of the �ber-connection
part of the strip-array test module. Since the
test module used Multi-Anode PMTs for op-
tical readout, there were many messy optical
�bers. They will be much tidily arranged,
or even completely disappear, with Electron-
Bombarded CCD or Silcon PM readout. Ob-
tained shower direction resolutions as shown in
Fig.2 are as good as usual gaseous calorime-
ters. Uniformity and cross-talk of the tile/�ber
test module with tiles of 4cm-sq. and 1mm-
thick are signi�cantly worse than those with
larger/thicker tiles. We are now working on
improved design.

Before full-scale prototyping, we need to rec-
oncile the basic detector parameters and reeval-
uate the performance of the detector system
as a whole, with the hardware R&D results
for component technologies taken into account.
In parallel with the hardware R&D's, we have
thus been developing a full detector simulator
called JUPITER. JUPITER is based on Geant4
and works with its SATELLITES, both being
written in C++ and hence taking full advan-
tage of object-oriented technology. JUPITER
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Figure 3: Cut view of the detector as implemented

in JUPITER, a Geant4-based full detector simula-

tor.

provides a uni�ed framework to facilitate im-
plementation of highly hierarchical structures
of detector components and allows us to code
details such as single pixels of CCD arrays
of the vertex detector, individual drift cells
and corresponding wires of the central drift
chamber, etc. Fig. 3 shows a cut view of
the current detector model as implemented in
JUPITER. One can see the vertex detector
(VTX), the intermediate silicon tracker (IT),
the central drift chamber (CDC), the electro-
magnetic and hadron calorimeters (CAL), and
a super-conducting solenoid (SOL) that sur-
rounds them. The full simulator is now be-
ing used to study detector performance such as
background estimation and time-stamping ca-
pability of the CDC in the presence of stereo
layers.

1.3 High lights of accelerator R&D

The central focus of the accelerator R&D pro-
gram continued on production and control of
low-emittance electron beams at the Accelera-

tor Test Facility(ATF) as well as the develop-
ment of high-power RF sources and structures
for the main linacs.

The ATF consists of a 1.54 GeV Linac and a
Dumping Ring. It is a proto-type injector sys-
tem for the GLC and the goal of the study is
to produce low emittance beam suitable for the
GLC accelerator. The goal has been met in the
case of the single bunch mode of operation with
a emittance coupling of �y=�x � 1%. In 2002, as
the �rst operation in Japan, In FY2002, the RF
gun was installed and used to generate multi-
bunch beams, which is the �rst time in Japan.
The RF gun system installed at the ATF lilnac
is shown in Figure 4. Compared with a con-
ventional thermionic gun, RF �eld applied at
the surface of electron source cathode gathers
and accelerates electrons more eÆciently in the
case of the RF gun system. Thus it is suit-
able to generate intense multi-bunch beams for
the GLC application. In FY2002, 18 bunches
with 2.8 nano-sec separation have been oper-
ated and the test of multi-bunch instability are
in progress.

At the GLC, electron/positron beams are ac-
celerated by electro-magnetic wave of 11GHz
frequency, which is created by Klystrons. We
will use Periodic Permanent Magnet (PPM)
Klystrons instead of conventional ones using
solenoid magnets to save wall plug power. Four
PPM Klystrons have been constructed and the
design goal of 75MW power with 1.6 micro-sec
pulse width have been achieved, though repe-
tition rate is still limited to 50 Hz. The next
target is an operation at the GLC repetition
rate of 150 Hz with a design suitable for mass
production, which shall be completed within
FY2003.

The accelerator structure must hold a high
power RF �eld for beam acceleration but get
rid of wake �elds which mess up ultra low emit-
tance beams. A key point is to never use a
sharp edge in the structure since it becomes a
sources of discharge when the high power �eld
is fed in. In addition, compromise between
group velocity of the �eld and the accelera-
tion gradient is also necessary, because smaller
group velocity of the �eld, smaller the elec-
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Figure 4: The RF gun implemented at ATF.
Bronze wave guide to feed RF �eld to the gun
is shown in the middle.

Figure 5: A test accelerator structure.

tric �eld on the surfaces and less discharge but
lower accelerating voltage. After several trial,
an optimized structure had been operated suc-
cessfully at the GLC design acceleration gradi-
ent of 65 MV/m without beam loading. A test
accelerator structure is shown in Figure 5. Fur-
ther tests of structures are scheduled in FY2003
to verify performance with beam-on and wake
�eld control.
The design of the GLC accelerator system

has also been re�ned in FY2002. One of the
major changes in the accelerator design was the
change of the method to compress RF pulse;
from the delay-line distributed system(DLDS)
to SLED-II system. In the DLDS system, the
RF pulse is compressed by placing Klystrons at
proper distance so that a delay of the pulse nat-
urally results to the compressed pulse at the ac-
celerating structure. On the other hand, in the
SLED-II system, the reection of the RF power
in the wave guide is used for compression. The
eÆciency of the RF compression in the case of
DLDS is better than the case of SLED-II. But
SLED-II design is adopted this year for a quick
high power test since it requires only a quarter
of Klystrons and structures which are required
in the case of DLDS system. The system will be
tested together with the accelerator structure
in FY2003.
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